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SECTION _ B

Answer the following (any five out of six) :

a) Stages of pertussis

b) Biomedical waste management

c) Epidemiology of Tts

d) Symptoms of Acfinic cheilitis

e) Angiography , '
f} Causes of Atrophic glossitis.

Answer the following (any three out of four) :

a) flJalabsorbtion syndrome

b) Appendicils

c) Benign prostate hypertrophy

d) Hepatitis B.

(30 Marks)

(5x3=15)

(3x5=15)
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LJse blue/btack balt point pen onty.
Do not write anything on the blank portion of the question paper.
lf written anything such type of act witt be considered as an attempt
ta resofi to unfair means. 

,

Alt questions are compulsory.
The number to the right indicates futt marks.
Draw diagrams wherever necesgary.
Distribution of syttabr.rs rn ouestion paper is only meant to cover
entire syllabus within the stiputated frame. The euestion paper pat-
tern is a mere guideline. Quesfions can be asked from any paper,s
syllabus into any question paper. students cannat ctaim that the
Questian is'out of syltabus. As rI is onty forthe placement sake, the
distribution has been done.
Use a common answer bco? for all Sectians.
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SECTION - C

Long answer question (any two from e. No. 4, S, and 6) :
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(30 Marks)

(1xI5=15)
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4. Mr Ravi admitted in medical ward with C/o high fever. answer the following.

a) Define typhoid.

b) Write its Pathophysiology.

c) Wriie Ciinicai manifestation of ryphyoid fever.

a) Define intestinat obstruction.

b) Write causes of intestinalobstruction.

c) Clinical manifestation of intestinal obstruction.

5- Mrs. Shantabai 45yrs. admitted in Medical Ward: answer the following : (I x15=l S)
a) Define gastritis

b) Write Glassification of gastritis

c) Clinical manifestation of gastritis.

6 Miss Revati 30 yrs. housewife is admitted in surgicalward. answer the following :
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